WORKSHOP:
HOW TO COMMUNICATE MY RESEARCH?

By the Doctoral Program in Cognition and Communication 2
in cooperation with the Center for Doctoral Studies at the
University of Vienna

Thursday, 23 January 2020, 13:00 – 18:30
Skylounge at Oskar-Morgenstern-Platz 1, 1090 Vienna
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Welcome & introduction
Sarah Deventer (DK CogCom) & Bianca Lindorfer (Center for Doctoral Studies)

General roundtable info session, questions & answers
With journalists
Marlene Nowotny (ORF) and Markus Mooslechner (Terra Mater Factual Studios)

Coffee break

Parallel science communication workshops, in 2 separate groups:
  Group A: How to present my research in public radio & print?
    With Marlene Nowotny
  Group B: How to present my research in TV & video
    With Markus Mooslechner

Break & switching of groups

Parallel science communication workshops, in 2 separate groups:
  A & B as above, but participants switch groups

Final get together for discussion & open questions

Afterwards: Informal get together in the foyer with dinner & drinks

With
Marlene Nowotny, journalist and public radio editor for radio channel Ö1 of the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation ORF
Markus Mooslechner, journalist and producer at Terra Mater Factual Studios, prior ORF anchorman (Newton )

Places are limited. Registration is obligatory.
Please contact sarah.deventer@univie.ac.at for registration